
 A trainee teacher’s reading journey                                     Becky Denby  

Context: I have recently completed my Primary PGCE at the Faculty of Education in 
Cambridge. When I started my teacher training, and realised that my repertoire of 
children’s literature was not that large, I realised I needed to widen it. I have always 
been an avid reader and want to inspire a love of reading in children, but I didn’t know a 
wide enough contemporary children’s books. 

 
 

Research inspiration and rationale 
The Teachers as Readers research revealed that when teachers have a strong 
knowledge of children’s literature they are more confident as teachers and better able to 
share their knowledge and passion for reading, better positioned to make tailored text 
recommendations to particular children and to support the development of young 
readers. I wanted to widen my knowledge of children’s literature to inform my teaching 
and improve the reading climate of my classroom in my training year and beyond. 
The TaRs research also highlighted that developing teachers’ knowledge of potent 
literature is not enough as they also need to know about the children’s own reading 
preferences and out of school reading practices.  
	  
Aims 
• to improve my knowledge of children’s literature 
• to gain a greater understanding of children’s own reading interests and use this to 

feed into class reading 

Outline 
• I immersed myself in children’s literature and in particular familiarised myself with the 

Carnegie and Kate Greenaway awards:     http://www.carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/ 
and read some of the books from these  

     shortlists (see below). 
• I attended a conference organised at the Faculty and Homerton College which 

focused on Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. This gave me a greater understanding 
of how reading for pleasure and literature can be used to enhance learning in other 
subjects, not just literacy. 

• During school placements, I undertook learning walks around each school, with a 
focus on reading corners in each classroom and the variety of texts available  

• I also discussed reading with children and found out their interests, for example their 
favourite authors and texts they liked to read at home. I then compared this to the 
reading environment to determine if the children’s interests were reflected in their  
classrooms.	  	  

	  



	  

                                      	  
	  
	  

Impact 
• My knowledge of children’s literature has greatly improved, and I have used this to 

inform my literacy planning during my final placement 
• My increased understanding of children’s reading interests has helped me when 

setting up the reading corner in my classroom and has prompted me to include a 
wide range of text types (e.g. comics and magazines as well as picture fiction 
regardless of their age). Further, this has enabled me to incorporate some children’s 
reading interests into my planning  

• As a consequence, reading sessions during my final placement school have been 
interactive and children were more engaged than during ‘quiet reading’ sessions, as 
they were reading a wider range of texts that appealed to their interests 
	  
	  

Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on practice 
The Teachers as Readers research made me realise just how important it is to be 
engaged with current children’s literature, to keep up to date and to keep using and 
sharing my knowledge.  I am also aware I need to continuously seek children’s opinions 
on reading and to get to know more about their individual reading preferences and 
practices. I intend to continue to use this research as an influence on my teaching 
practice, to help to develop a love of reading for all children.  
 
As I embark on my NQT year, I aim to continue this journey. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


